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05. Do any categories of employee have enhanced
responsibilities under the applicable regulatory
regime?
 

Switzerland
Author: Simone Wetzstein , Matthias Lötscher , Sarah Vettiger

Specifically, employees holding executive, overall management, oversight or control functions in regulated
companies are responsible for ensuring that the companies’ organization ensures the continued
compliance with applicable financial market laws. Swiss financial market laws do not have enhanced
responsibilities for different employee categories. Instead, a person’s fitness and propriety are assessed
within the context of the specific requirements and functions of a given company, the scope of activities at
that company, and the complexity of that company.
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14. Are non-disclosure agreements (NDAs) potentially
lawful in your jurisdiction? If so, must they follow any
particular form or rules?

Switzerland
Author: Simone Wetzstein , Matthias Lötscher , Sarah Vettiger

Non-disclosure agreements (NDAs) are generally lawful in Switzerland. However, NDAs are not regulated by
statutory law and therefore do not have to follow any particular statutory form or rule. Nevertheless, most
NDAs often contain a similar basic structure.

The core clauses of an NDA concern:
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manufacturing and business secrets or the scope of further confidentiality;
the purpose of use;
the return and destruction of devices containing confidential information; and
post-contractual confidentiality obligations.

As a general rule, it is recommended to use the written form.

To ensure possible enforcement of an NDA in the employment context, the requirements of a post-
contractual non-compete obligation (see below) must be met.
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